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DISTRIBUTIONAL STUDY OF THE ZION SNAIL, PHYSA ZIONIS
ZION NATIONAL PARK, UTAH
David Ng'

'

and James

,

R. Barnes'

—

Abstract.
The major hanging gardens and associated water seeps in Zion National Park were surveyed for the
presence of the Zion Snail (Physa zionis). Environmental parameters, including water depth, water velocity, substrate
slope, and algal cover, were measured to determine their effect on the local distribution of the snail. Large populations
(densities 125 to 250/m") were found in the Virgin River Narrows area of the park and at a hanging garden and seep
located 1.0 km north of Scout Lookout. Densities in other localities were low in comparison. Snails were not found in all
hanging gardens or seeps. The major factor controlling within seep distribution was determined to be water velocity.
Experiments were conducted to test the ability of the snail to remain attached during differing water flows. The snail
showed an ability to remain attached during high flows, but few snails were found in areas of high flow.

The Zion

Physa (Petrophsa) zionis
to Zion National
Park, Washington County, Utah, is found in
water seeps and associated hanging gardens
on the canyon walls along the Virgin River
Narrows region of the park. The limpetlike
characteristics of P. zionis, a reduced shell
spire, enlarged last whorl, and large foot,
were reported as being adaptations for attachment on vertical surfaces of seeps (Pilshrv
1926, Chamberlain and Jones 1929). There is
no literature on the ecology or natural history
of the Zion Snail other than the mention of a
snail-algae association and the hypothesis that
P. zionis evolved from a common Physa type
Snail,

Pilsbry (1926), an

endemic

(Woodbury 1933, Talmadge 1970).
The puiposes of this study were:

(1) to

sur-

vey and determine the distribution and population density of the Zion Snail within Zion
National Park, (2) to determine the importance of specific habitat variables which may
limit snail distribution within seeps, and (3) to

hypothesis that the limpetlike morphological adaptations provide the snail with
greater substrate attachment abilities in the
seep environment.
test the

Study Area
Zion National Park, in southwestern Utah,
an area of sandstone formations cut by the
Virgin River and its tributaries. Seeps and
hanging gardens that offer suitable habitat for
is

in

the Zion Snail are found at the junction of the

Navajo and Kayenta sandstone layers. Seeps
when water percolating through
the porous Navajo layer contacts the impervious underlying Kayenta formation and flows
laterally to the canyon walls (Welsh and Toft
1981). The Navajo-Kayenta junction is at different elevations along the canyon wall in relaare formed

tion to the Virgin River. In the Main Canyon
area of the park, the river has cut the deepest

and seeps are forthest removed from the river.
In the Narrows the river is near the NavajoKayenta junction elevation, and many of the
seeps are close to the river. Malanson (1978,
and 1980) describes the plant communities for
some hanging gardens in the Narrows region.
Seeps in Zion National Park are located in

They are the Narrows, the
Gateway to the Narrows, and Main Canyon.
The Narrows, including Orderville Canyon, is
a narrow box canyon where vertical canyon
three regions.

walls form the channel of the Virgin River.

The canyon walls are less than 10
some areas. Seeps in the Narrows

m

apart in

are mainly

dripline and window-blind types
(Welsh and Toft 1981), though a few low alcoves have been carved out by the river. All
seeps have varying amounts of calcium carbonate precipitate and algae. A film of water
usually less than 1 mm in depth flows over the
vertical and horizontal surfaces. Clinging
herbaceous plants and mosses are common,
indicating the presence of relatively stable or

simple
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1.
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Classes of ecological parameters used to analyze local distributional patterns within seeps.
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2.

Duration
(Seconds)
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Results of uatural substrate wash experiment using in situ Physa zionis
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Table 3. Chi-square analysis of independence to determine the significance of water depth, water flow (velocity), substrate slope, and algal cover in determining
the distribution of the Zion Snail in the seep-spring area.
Variable

Depth*

df

Significance

Tablk

4.
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Number of cjuadrats and occurrence

within various water depth and flow categories.

of snails

April

Table
Flow

(F)

Source
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5.

Results of

and Slope

(S).

RUMMAGE ANOVA
(N = 262).

testing occurrence of snails with environmental variables
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